


Our 10 Minute Icebreakers are designed 
to kickstart your next team meeting by 
breaking the ice, building relationships, and 
fostering collaboration among your team. 

The opening few minutes set the tone for 
a meeting, whether in-person, hybrid, or 
remote. You want to make people feel 
comfortable, energized, and engaged. 

Get to know each other better so you can 
work better together...

Kickstart your 
next team meeting 
with our 10-minute 
icebreakers!

Introduction
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Add some energy and variety  
to the first 10 minutes of your 

team meetings

Build a stronger remote  
team culture 

Foster collaboration  
among colleagues 



Get to know your team 
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10-Minute Icebreakers
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Get to Know Your Team 
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24/7 availability

No Game Host Needed

Virtual or Hybrid 

Find out more 
about your 
colleagues!

 Fun icebreaker

 Get to know each other better

 Build a stronger remote team

Get to Know Your Team

Get to Know Your Team 
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Screenshot 
Examples

Get to Know Your Team 
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Enigma



Enigma 
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24/7 availability

No Game Host Needed

Virtual or Hybrid 

Help crack  
an unsolved 
mystery!

 Exciting mini-game

 Varied team challenges

 Solve the mystery together

ENIGMA



Enigma

Screenshot 
Examples
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Explorers 
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24/7 availability

No Game Host Needed

Virtual or Hybrid 

Take your team  
on an adventure 
to an unknown 
island!

 Fun adventure

 Promotes team collaboration

 Ideal meeting opener

Explorers
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Screenshot 
Examples 



How to play
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Virtual meeting software  
(e.g. Zoom / Teams)

A computer with browser Internet connection

Playing our  
games couldn’t  
be easier

What you need 

All our games are run on a browser with 
screen share.  
 
This enables everyone to see and hear 
each other for the best possible team 
collaboration experience.  
 
We support all major video conferencing 
systems like Zoom and Teams.



Playing our  
games couldn’t  
be easier
1. Players connect in a video meeting

2. Team leader starts game in browser

3. Screen is shared

4. Team members play together

Remote / Hybrid / In-Person

How to play
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Clients
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The wild success of the workshops 
prompted other areas of our program 
to inquire about Green Hat’s services. 

Just wanted to drop you both a note 
to say a BIG THANK YOU for the team 
event and facilitation. 

Just wanted to say thank you for today, 
it was a lot of fun.

What our 
Clients say?

We really enjoyed the game today, 
nicely done! 

We had been searching for a fun, virtual 
activity that really ensured that everyone 
on the call was engaged and this was the 
answer we had been looking for.

Just a quick note to say thank you 
– everyone was raving about the 
game. 

I truly enjoyed the experience. 
Congratulations for the amazing work 
done by your team developing the game. 

We chose “Beat the Hacker” for one 
of our virtual team events and all 
participants extremely enjoyed it!

The game went great today, lots of 
positive feedback, thanks for all your  
help and patience 



www.greenhatgames.com
Find all our games at:


